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Before saying anything else I want to also state that I do not condone actions of extremism based on race or any race. Part of this is why jews are kept out of this place. They are violent extremists that primarily are interested in the death and enslavement of anyone else based on loose reasons. That's them, all in all.

The disclaimers aside, anyone who is White and racially aware to any extent at this point, when one sees the jews, they will see that the jew is only practicing the reverse of what they are preaching. In Israel, "leftists" and others are treated as living garbage, and the same goes for race traitors, cultural backstabbers, and all sorts of inferior behaviors that compromise the wellbeing of the jewish race. And what else, the jews don't give a single dime what anyone says or thinks about this, let alone a "goyim".

Gentiles spend their time whining about why yet another extremist jew beat an Arab to death, but the jews aren't going to really concern themselves on that one, as they operate on a different moral (or basically immoral) standard than the jews themselves operate.

Jews have created toxic standards for all other races to assimilate under, as part of their parcel policy on...2500+ years old racial warfare against the Goyim. They will also tell you that any insight to this fact is hateful, bigoted, and racist, so only them can have the advantage of seeing their own plot exactly as it is. A plot where the victim sleeps is bound to work better than when they are all awake. Can't control 99% of awake individuals on this planet, better put them all to sleep.

It is also really dangerous for jews to do this but they have to do this all regardless as in accordance with their own writings subjugation, assimilation, and ruin of all other races is somehow fundamental, given to them as an objective of their alien reptilian masters. No why's here, that's just what it is.

In other words, the jews are fighting to remain jews, whatever that is the prize to them or others. A lot of racial jews have betrayed their species over the centuries in repeat in order to safeguard a better deal with the nations they lived under, but then again, they maintained jewishness in private if they could. As far as the "Goyim" are concerned, many seem to be fighting only for their personal death and assimilation.

Some have a meltdown when they are told that "Uhm, you are White and you
maybe need to not constantly work 24/7 to extinct yourself to please other species as this contradicts the claimed nonexistence of racism" This translates to: You are REPLACING yourself as a race, you recognize your own Whiteness, but you relinquish it, to PLEASE others. In this context, two truths are affirmed: that YOU ARE WHITE and that others are of ANOTHER RACE - i.e., the validity of race exists in front of you, and the second fact is that there is a plot to remove you racially off of the face of the planet.

I.e., if you wanted to be a non-racist, you fell in the loop: You actually affirmed the ideals of race. You just appointed the racism of other people as superior to your own, that is all, and you died like a cuck. But you were a passively racist cuck.

The difference between this and the active racist chad is that the active racist chad has understood that race is undeniably a part of life. Racism is a symptom that arises out of healthy people as a lion is fond of lions when it is in its prime. Active racist chad does say exactly the same words as you do, but he only rejects his own displacement and death, that is all. Active Racist Chad is actually sane and a better person, because he accepts realities of life. Chads of other races are more likely to respect or at least fear Active Racist Chad than Passive Racist Cuck. This ensures for continuity of life of both factions involved on this planet.

The cognitive dissonance in regards to race is something that is basically a White-Only exclusive mental illness produced by jews directly, through decades of constant brainwashing through the state machinery of the states of Whites that they have ironically hijacked. I wonder how many movies in Bollywood are about Hindus going extinct and glorifying Asians all day long. I am sure not that many. This is because Asians do not run bollywood, but in the case of Whites, Jews do actually run Hollywood.

Of course this is caused by the jews, in the heap of their own attempt for themselves to survive and do what their cultural religion says: "Kill the goyim and rule them with a rod of iron", and eventually destroy the goyim nations (That is their racial set purpose) - other races in the process.

The bigger irony here is that the jews, who are basically the wombs through which all ideas of forced assimilation and "integration" got birthed from, at the same time, are getting some taste of their own medicine, and they are also being eventually mixed and bred out. The jews are on a silent and undeclared war in what they claim is the biggest factor killing them as jews: Intermarrying. This makes them violent and even extremist so they can defend their heritage and culture, which of course falls under a disclaimer again here.
Every so often in Israel you will have a jewish mob going around and beating some Arab senseless from hanging around with a jewish girl. In their view, he is polluting them and stealing a potential wife off of their midst, so they have to get what is coming to them.

Let us just put it like this: any nation that puts self-righteous mudsharks, hairless soyboys, extreme cultural traitors that pose as reformers, twenty-five gender confusion types of people who give not a single fuck about where their species will end up, those who throw their million upon million lineage into the brimstone, and those who literally suck, can't be a good people or a good nation and is headed for disaster. This is understandable even in monkeys where the strongest monkeys are put forth to lead and instate the rules, rather than sickly, bald monkeys that are small-brained and can't even secure the banana tree. The intelligence level of many has sunk below the level of monkeys as what a monkey understands, i.e., territory and species as important, and natural hierarchy, is seen as wrong to them. Eventually these people's stupidity stacking up past an extent, creates an existential gutter which has no bottom, where a people or a civilization keeps sinking and sinking.

This gutter belongs to the miserable, the confused, and the ruined, and this has nothing to do with any species that cares for itself and looks out for its preservation.

Whites need to understand that all "other" people are looking after their own preservation, with very few examples. The reality of a situation from a species standpoint is that one female screwed over by a foreigner, is essentially a woman that was taken over and put in the service of another people by mental subjugation. A rabbi would understand this, same as the stupidest jew out there. This is because the jews are race-conscious where Whites in particular are racially placid.

The need to self-preserve in these cases does take twisted turns.

When Somalis and others overrun Europe and look after these "White women", illegally moving from a border this is an act of war and intrusion by normal standards. People that deceitfully come into your nation to engage in rape, criminality, and intermarry with the women of said nation, while at the same time ransacking resources given to them by "officials" from your own midst, is just top-level warfare going, it doesn't get bigger of a war than that. Actually, the above is the conclusion of a war that one has lost: One is enslaved to work for foreign officials, works like a pig without a future, has to give all the products of labor and anything beautiful he produces to the "Effendi" and his chosen Somalian allies,
and of course, self-beat themselves every time they realize this is actually the case, all in fear from being destroyed by his "Effendi" which may find out about his thoughts or suspicions, which may cause a rebellion. It's during wars that women of other tribes are taken hostages and the beautiful or anyone is used to essentially give birth to another species, effectively taking out the species of the mother that existed before it. It's during war where your children are going to live unsafe and prostituted to foreigners for a quick buck, but now we call this "London Grooming Gangs" and tell ourselves we have peace. It's during wartime that you cannot speak your mind in fear of disappearing in your own "Sovereign nation" by foreign forces, but now we call this "Leftist oriented censorship".

We are at war. This war is here, we are living it. It is a very sly war that is in accordance to the nature of those who have initiated this in the first place. Why this war is that way and in this form is because the subduers could never take us at war straight forward, as they would all be destroyed. As such the nature of war has been reformed into a large-scale mental, spiritual, and emotional war of subjugation based on resources and through the means of our very own civilizations, with the purpose to both enslave and replace us.

The reality of race-mixing is very simple. A white woman who has a kid with a black guy, actually gives birth to a kid that is in many ways genetically distant from both. This "White Woman" at any given moment has more genetically in common with the kids of White strangers than her own progeny. The black guy also has more in common with a child he never even met that is from Africa, than his own so-called "Progeny".

Being loosely resembled or reflected in your own progeny genetically is an absurdity. Ask a jew and he will tell you the same, if you can't hear it from a Gentile instead.

A jew in a recording not long ago had a tantrum and said that "Hitler was righteous" and that "Hitler's way was correct". How come a jew said this about Hitler, and he is not the first jew to say that? Because yes, what Hitler said was universal, truthful, correct, and straight-up honest. There are some jews who would prefer Hitler kicked out all the jews and they went to Israel, rather than be in the diaspora and get race mixed out of existence, which strikes as an obvious irony, but this is the case.

Why would such absurdity have any substance? Because unlike Whites and their petty mental games, imposed by jews of course, the jew understands that racial preservation is rule number one in everything.

Despite of the fact that the enemy is sworn against Hitler and wants his people to
die, the soundness of the concept of keeping your species alive, unique, and unadulterated, is universal. The enemy follows universal rules and laws that they criminalize for others to just reduce competition, that is all. Because it's in the benefit of many species who cannot survive on their own to enslave Whitey and have him with a yoke on the neck, jews included, to enjoy his nations, his women, his wealth, and whatever else imaginable, there is also in a sense a natural conspiracy: "Enemies" become friends, such as how beautifully Muslims do conspire with Jews to take over Europe.

After this is concluded, they hope, then they will just try to take down one another, the list goes on."Humans" may choose to deny this fact because they are on Benzos or dominated by their own brainwashing governments, which systematically brainwash them against all their living interests.

And who does this from within the governments? Specific "Families" and specific "Tribes". They just teach these amoralistic garbage values of self-destruction to the masses in order to rule them better. This has been the case since the advent of jewish filth such as Christianity - preach the morality of destruction to those that you rule, so that you can rule them more efficiently. But this collapses races and nations at catapulting speeds.

Prostituting your land to foreign races, tribes and cultures, letting them rule you, assimilate you, and destroy you, is not a good evolutionary or survival tactic. Of course, thanks to Christianity, the big jewish hoax, we have to deal with inferior moralities that are anti-life and passed into the minds of people as normal, and not outright deadly or obscene. You have to explain for example why you even want to live and have your own people safe and your own space, and on the other hand, Hajis literally come into Jihad you out of existence, telling you in videos they want to culturally destroy you.

Let us just say any Rabbi would understand me better here than many "Whites", in why it would be essential to kick these people out, and maintain one's culture. And when you have more in common with your enemies than your own species, the situation is really dire. We are talking really fucked up.

Whitey has to sit on a bench, have the moral finger of the system that wants to kill him, raise into his face, and repent and give word for everything he does believe in.

Let us also say this: If Whites are to survive, these mentalities have to be kept on the side, completely discarded and burned. It's through racial understanding that races survive and not by kissing Merkel's saggy granny communistic ass. Her saggy ass is going to win a momentary breath of air of a fart, in a system which is
created to suffocate a people and destroy it from racial suffocation.

In other words going this way is a death sentence while actually resisting may actually come with an outcome of actually surviving and thriving. It's far more of a prospect oriented decision to turn one's back to this rotting mire, self-humiliating system.

Find me also one nation in the world except a White nation where people are told they need to go extinct by their "Own" media, government infrastructure, education system, and where they can go to jail or be killed or imprisoned for merely having a "Nationalistic Sentiment" or just saying something trivial like "India belongs to the Hindus".

You will not find any, because only Whites are in that position now, solely. I don't believe Chinese, Japanese or Hindus, or Arabs go around and they say "Oh, we need to go extinct to make place for others on the planet", "Oh but we are the most sanitized country and we legit think we cause a lot of pollution while we don't do shit actually, but we must die anyway", or where they really think it's a shame to be who they are "Just because of the color of their skin".

It's time Whites move past this mental blockage which is a death spell unto life. And yes, other races who are truly allies and friends will be quite happy with it, as were Arabs, Asians, and everyone else basically when Hitler was in power. Everyone respected and loved Hitler, and why is that? Because Hitler was an honest person.

I find it hilarious and even disgusting that actually, Arabs and many other people can understand this way better than "Viking Swedes". I can talk about preservation of race with Asians or Arabs and we will entirely understand one another without any tears anywhere. But where the sensitive points are is where Whites are allowed to breathe and think for a future of themselves.

As anyone else deserves a future so do White people, that is point-blank. Whoever is against this is not our friend, nor our ally, and is our enemy. When you love a friend of yours and they have a healthy kid, do you cry, or you tell them to put it down over trivial reasons? When they hand you a knife to kill it over trivial reasons about global warming, will you do it for your shitty moralities involved? If you wouldn't do this, why would one do this on a racial scale?

With "Friends" and "Rulers" like that, what is better, to have them as your "Friends", or for them to be enemies?

Is it of any worth to lower the head more and more until what? Great capitals
have been lost already, and what is the excuse? "We will run away". There is no running away this time, this isn't Rome, this isn't Egypt, this isn't Ancient Greece - we live in a global world right now. There won't be a rock for Whites to hide.

And the biggest irony of it all? It could all be solved very EASILY if people were ready to make the smallest sacrifices - but massively. A little due paid by everyone, would make this existential debt erased very easily. Eventually what this would be is simple: Everyone would be a little bit criticized by a system that would instantly collapse under the weight of the powerful people under an awakening and under their moral revolt.

But because people like to skip meals and responsibilities about life, those of us who take the uphill road, have to make bigger and bigger sacrifices. And this is why I will look down at any traitor of my race, and not even utter a word to them - they will feel existentially the guilt of being a traitor to divine laws and thinning the people from where they belong.

A jew would also add here in the same situations to include capital punishment, but we don't work that way, but it makes you think, doesn't it?

The same dishonesty that is putting Whites under, is also absorbing and will eventually cause a universal assimilation and mass extinction of all people on the planet.

Lastly, this avoidance to do small sacrifices, such as people speaking their mind, doing activism, and going against what is rotten, comes with an ultimate cost when this is done by nations or races: While all could share a little drawback to instate what is right, cucking and systematic avoidance of living responsibility is becoming catastrophic.

You will see this catastrophe next time you walk on a street as a stranger into your own nation.

You will see the result of this catastrophe where the children of your race will live in lands of criminality, mass death, and torture.

When people will be rallied with yokes onto their necks, you will wish you have paid a debt earlier and accepted to be called mean things or get a few death threats or attempts on your own life. You will see that this was really for nothing.

You will wish you had infiltrated the system or tried to struggle it around.

You will want to repent when you saw a mudshark or allowed your own progeny
make a wrong decision and did not open your mouth to stop this or do everything in your power to subvert this.

You will ask yourself, "Were the feelings of people that wanted to kill me all along and were replacing me, more worthwhile than the future of my own kids who have to live in a permanent detroit situation now?" but this question will be pointless and nihilistic - there will be nobody to answer it.

You will ask yourself as the jews or someone else rallies everyone as slaves: "Was it worthwhile that I didn't paint my red line and territory back then, and the only places in the world where any forms of rights were invented, suffocated under the weight of my own weakness to maintain these alive by doing what was necessary?".

As for those who are on the IQ level of cattle and an animal, their life will merely consist of being a sacred animal in the midst of other animals and being beaten over simply over reasons they hardly understand. “I Killed yo cuz u whitey" will be heard before their death, and they will be like "Ah, at least I wasn't racist!".

Indeed, many who fancy that now we are during "peacetime", may in the close-by future demographically wake up to a devastating fact: That we will have lost most of our people during peacetime.

Not because of dangerous acts, but because of placidity.

Not because of war and missiles, but because of compliance.

Not because of being nuked for being bad boys, but for being good goys all the time and getting along with the unholy secret war of total destruction that is taking place towards our species.

This is the war of our time as a people: An unseen, yet ironically, most blatantly obvious war. A war that is creeping while wearing the mask of peace and friendliness for mankind, forcing itself and causing all the very same conditions that brutal wars of the past have created.

A war that nobody can afford to lose.
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